Public Lectures @ Montana Tech  Fall 2015

4:00 pm Thursdays. The Public is welcome.

September 3  **Kelly Holley-Bockelman** Vanderbilt, *Building the Black Hole in Our Own Backyard*, ELC-202


September 24  **Dave Pearson**, Idaho State University, *Building Mountains in Old Continental Crust: Central Andes vs the Northern Rockies*, Mineral Museum

September 30  **Special MiniSymposium on Energy with Tsinghua University**

October 1  **Jim Kaste**, College of William and Mary, *Dating Surface and Groundwaters with Cosmogenic Sodium Isotopes*, Mineral Museum


October 15  **Fran Berg**, University of Pennsylvania, *Engaging Communities to Advance Environmental Health Research*, Café Scientifique. Mining City Center. 6:30pm


October 29  **Marilyn Besich**, Great Falls College, *Small Business Entrepreneurship in Montana*, ELC-202

November 5  **Waleed Al Rawashdeh**, Mathematical Sciences Department, Montana Tech and 2015 Distinguished Researcher, *Weighted Composition Operators on Weighted Hardy and Bergman Spaces*, CBB 102


December 10  **Steve Parker**, Chemistry and Geochemistry, Montana Tech, and 2015 Lifetime Distinguished Research Awardee, *Seasonal Biogeochemical Dynamics: Georgetown Lake, MT*, CBB-102